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Attention All Club Members
A thoughtful Treat for your Daimler Enthusiast!
We have supplies of “D” Key Rings and our Daimler & Lanchester Owners Club in N.Z.
Custom Grille or Bumper Badge.
As you will see from the photo the Badge has been reproduced using our original Die but
cast in a lighter Alloy (originally Brass), with a Chrome and Blue Enamelled Centre section
as opposed to the earlier Resin insert.
The unit cost, including postage is
• $6.60 for the Key Ring
• $55.00 for the Grille/Bumper Badge.
Please forward your requirements and cheque to:DLOC in NZ
Peter Mackie
PO Box 8446
Havelock North 4157
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From the Driver’s Seat ...
A Message from your National President
So second magazine as President, Auckland held our Branch AGM at Café Irrestiblue, a
blueberry farm just out of Cambridge and a few of the Waikato/BoP members attended,
it was good to see a couple of new faces join the branch committee. Paul Edginton,
is going to organise a few more local events in the BoP/Waikato region, and Auckland
will work on runs south, but trying to get a balance, as the southern motorway, seems
to have one speed currently heading back on Sunday afternoons…..very slow. I have
to admit that I was driving the Volvo-Daim for this due to the 104 still having an extra
hole in the head, the V8 isn’t running right when hot and dying. A few members have
been converting to electronic ignition, and I replaced the coil and spark plug leads and
thought it sounded better so said to Josh before leaving, if I break down come rescue me
with a tow rope. Downhill I went and motor got hot and then no power, limped to next
parking spot checked leads and distributor and tried again with no power. Josh arrived
with rope and towed me home. I thought the Century needed a run but left it in the
garage until the weekend after. It didn’t want to start and seems to be lacking power.
The Regency is still parked at the mechanics shed that was hit in one of the storms, and
he lost 2 roller doors, only thing not touched was the Regency. Hilux’s do have uses.
In May saw 11 of us head to Rotorua, Bryan has written a report. As always, it is great
to catch up and share a few stories. This was our first weekend away for a few years
(apart from national AGM’s) and worked well except the rain which put us off a couple
of things planned.
Now, since the National AGM in Thames, a few of us have been working on
Christchurch mini rally with contacts in the Daimler Enthusiasts and Spare Parts clubs
with the planned date the weekend before Easter. One potential venue is close to the
Airport and runs a shuttle for those wanting to fly, we are currently looking at events to
keeps us occupied, you should receive an email from Survey Monkey in the upcoming
weeks, it may be we go to different events at the same time, so that people can pick and
choose. We will keep you posted.
Chris Wilson, commented that 50-year anniversary was happening in 2021 and what
are we going to do. So the National Exec have agreed to change the 2020 National Rally
to 2021 and we should aim to do something BIG!!!!!
We have a few members pass away recently, and our thoughts are with their families.
Others are battling illnesses and we wish them back to health.
We have also heard that the people are saying Auckland will be petrol free by 2030,
this is a little scary for us. That is a lot of cars to replace, or will people just do shared
cars. Service stations will be a thing of the past. Thoughts of regional fuel tax and petrol
could be $3 a litre.
So get out there and enjoy them while we can. Get involved in your branch, your
committees spend time and effort thinking of events to do and it is rewarding to have a
good turn out and seeing a few smiling faces. Make suggestions for events, send Mike
King stories to put into the magazine.
Roll on winter, go out to the garage and put another blanket on the car ;-)

Martin
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Editor’s Epistle ....
Welcome to our new members this month:
• Chris Giles is from Carterton, he has a Daimler XJ40.
• Pat Clay is from that lovely spot in the Sounds, Havelock, he is doing a “ground up”
restoration on a Jaguar Mk2 3.8.
• Jon McAtear is a new Auckland member, he has the ex Graeme and Anne Bowes’
Daimler V8.
• We also welcome Nicole Walmsley and Mark Brunton from Dunedin, they are now
caring for Nicole’s late father Ken’s, Special Sport. It is great to see that it is still in the
family.
We have lost three long-standing and valued members this month:
• Roy Tilley, one of our earliest members, joining the Wellington branch in 1976 and
serving as National President in 1986. An obituary by past Wellington member, Gary
Nichols is included.
• Ed Hayhoe joined the club in 1992, serving on Auckland branch committee and as
president before becoming National President in 2002 until 2011. Ed was made a Life
Member in 2013. Ed was a retired Lt Cdr, RN/RNZN, living in the Helensville area with
his late wife Pat until a recent move to Papamoa. Ed and Pat were always enthusiastic
members and a pleasure to be in their company.
• John Penman passed away peacefully on 22nd May after a short illness. John was
an active member for many years, who with his wife Valerie, was a regular attendee
at our National Rallies. An obituary to John is included, our sincere condolences to
Valerie and their families.
John Osborne’s wife Anne, isn’t making any decision on the future of their car collection
at present. It contains many special Daimlers and Jaguars.
Rally 2019 in Christchurch.
Accommodation is to be at the “Elms”, most other details are yet to be decided. If you
have preferences as to where you would like to go and what types of things you would
like to see, let National Club Captain Chris or President Martin know.
I’ve just had an email from Susan Worthington in Waikanae. While her Daimler was in
the garage for service, the head gasket failed. She has decided that it has to be sold,
so is in need of a buyer to restore and maintain it. It is a Royal Blue Series 2 Sovereign,
rust free, new tyres, new fuel tanks, service records at Woodmans in Waikanae. This car
started life as the Hamilton Mayoral car, previously owned by Bruce Henderson and in
beautiful condition. Susan is open to offers, phone 04-904-9016 or susanworthington@
gmail.com.
There are still a few outstanding subscriptions to come in, if you miss your next magazine,
you will know why!!

Mike
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Round the Bazaars ...
Daimlers on the Run

Auckland-Waikato BoP Amblings
Rotorua Weekend Away
Leaving the BP motorway Service centre at 10 o’clock Saturday morning, the weather
was not looking kind.
Our first stop was Tirau via our well-worn, path through Gordonton, Highway 1B, a
pleasant countryside away from the never ending blandness of the motorway. Here
we stopped for Lunch at Poppies after 2 hours of driving and enjoyed good food and
company.
The next stop was a look through the Timber Museum at Putaruru. The Putaruru
Timber Museum was born from the passion of a small dedicated group known as the
Timber Museum Society. Back in 1972, Frank Sneddon, the editor of the Putaruru Press,
who had recently returned from Canada, suggested the establishment of a timber
museum, Putaruru Timber Museum. Because of the long association of Putaruru with
the timber industry, Sneddon felt it would be the ideal place to set up a museum and
a public meeting was held to gauge interest. It was from this meeting that the Timber
Museum Society was formed.
The Cleveland Motel in Rotorua was next stop for most of our party but not for us
because of our dog Emmie, we had to stay at the Pohutu Lodge Motel which was more
pet friendly. To cap off quite a busy day it was arranged to have dinner at the Pig and
Whistle, a Police Station in a former life, with lots of character and noise.
Sunday looked very rainy, not deterred by the weather the brave set forth to the
Mamaku Express Rail Cruising Experience. You travel through the beautiful Dansey
Scenic Reserve on the steep 1:35 gradient railway in your own self-drive Rail Cruiser
between Mamaku and Tarukenga return. With stunning lake views and rolling farmland,
the 360° views from your RailCruiser makes this trip the ultimate railway experience. The
Rail Cruisers are like small mini cars; very comfortable, protected from the weather, not
that it was needed because the sun was out.
On our return from the Rail Experience we visited “Mamaku Blue” a lovely restaurant,
with many blueberry products on sale. The owner after me complaining that my soup
was only warm, offered (jokingly) to stick her finger into Ken’s soup to see if was hot
enough.
We stayed on in Rotorua to see friends while the rest departed for home.
A big thanks to Ken for an enjoyable weekend.

Bryan
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Hawkes Bay Happenings
The HB Branch held its AGM on the 4th March at the outgoing President, Vaughan
Cooper’s home which is set in a beautiful rural setting just outside Havelock North. The
weather was great, as was the BBQ lunch and camaraderie.
At the AGM the following Officers and Committee were elected:President:
Colin Campbell
Secretary:
Robyn Boyce
Treasurer:
Peter Mackie
Club Captain:
Robyn Boyce
Patron:
Maurice Jolly
Committee:
Vaughan Cooper, Mike Boyce, Margaret Duncan, Shane Clements.

Robyn Boyce, H.B. Club Captain

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Manawatu Meanderings
For the Wanganui Park Up, we had a small muster from the Manawatu, with Hilton, Brian
and Faye in the XJ40, Des and I in the Consort, son Philip and Clair in the SP250 and
Reinhardt in his recently acquired Rover P6B. Fortunately the weather gods were smiling
on us, we arrived to find a huge display of vehicles ranging from Hot Rods, Classics,
Vintage, through to Bikes and even Boats! After erecting our Gazebo, we spent a couple
of hours taking in the sights and talking to fellow enthusiasts.
Foxton Fling.
On Wednesday May 11th, ten of our number took a little trip to Foxton for lunch and a
visit to a new local community facility. Lunch was at “The Little White Rabbit” cafe at
Foxton Beach. “Te Awahau Nieuwe Stroom”, as the name suggests, encompasses the
Foxton region Maori and Dutch history and also includes the local Library. It is a modern
centrally heated facility and includes a cafe. We spent some time studying the variety of
displays, games, video clips and historic photographs. The mandatory coffee and chat
followed, we set the woes of the world to rights before heading home.

Mike King

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Otago Outings
Trip to Brighton 15th April 2018
We had a good turnout of 13 members for an afternoon tea at Brighton Beach Cafe
just south of Dunedin (about 8 km). The weather was a bit chilly and breezy but the
greetings were warm. Members enjoyed the chance to catch up with each other and
enjoy the nice hot coffee and tea, plus the nice selection of food. The icing of the cake
was the attendance of prospective members, who joined us.

June – July 2018
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Timelines ...
Our club history from 5 decades of
magazines ...
Timelines Copies of full articles can be scanned, emailed or posted on request.

June–July 1978
BRAKE FLUID CAN KILL!
Two facts that you should know!
Hygroscopic nature of Brake Fluid
You drink water, so does brake fluid. Brake fluid absorbs water from the air through rubber
hoses and seals in the brake system. In scientific terms, brake fluid is a hygroscopic liquid.
Braking generates heat
The brakes of your car work by friction, and friction generates heat. This heat is transmitted
to the brake fluid.
Water in brake fluid + Heat of braking = ‘Vapour Lock’
When your brake fluid is new and whilst the Vapour Lock Point remains high, your brake fluid
will operate the brakes when you depress the brake pedal but… as the brake fluid gets older,
absorbing moisture all the time the Vapour Lock point becomes progressively lower. When
the temperature of the brake fluid at the disc or drum reaches the Vapour Lock Point the brake
fluid vapourises. The next time the brake pedal is depressed, ‘nothing’ happens. All you are
doing is comoressing the vapour.

6
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Result: YOUR BRAKES DON’T WORK
The reason so many members are beginning to have trouble with the master cylinder and
wheel cylinders leaking is due solely to the fact that the brake fluid has not been changed for
years.
The water in the fluid corrodes the cylinder walls and in many cases the fitting of new seals
will not cure the problem, hence new cylinders have to be fitted at great expense.
Solution: CHANGE YOUR BRAKE FLUID EVERY TWELVE MONTHS
THE 2½ Ltr V8 and V8-250 SALOONS

(Reprinted from our August 1972 magazine)
Towards the end of the Conquest-Century production period when the 2½-ltr engine was
in the course of development for the SP250, it was installed in a Century saloon with good
results but a new and more modern looking body was envisaged. A PAD Vauxhall Cresta was
acquired with a view to ascertaining the feasibility of using the main structure as a basis for
a new Daimler saloon which would have been modified, had it been developed, to conform
to Daimler design. One prototype was actually made but before production could begin, the
Daimler Company was acquired by the Jaguar concern in 1960 for 3½ million pounds.
It was not until October 1962 that the new Daimler V8 appeared and the highly successful
motor was coupled to a type 35 Borg Warner gearbox which differed to that used in the Jaguar
in three respects – it was smaller in size, giving greater interior space, it was considerably lighter
and it provided greater engine braking in each gear range. The front suspension was modified
to take the lighter engine and gearbox although while the Daimler could not match the 3.4 or
3.8 Jaguars maximum speed, the car’s particular metier was its near silent running at almost
any engine speed. The test report in ‘The Autocar’ gave 112mph as the top speed and it stated
that the vee-8 engine was so fundamentally different to the familiar Jaguar units that the car
had true individuality. A Gold Medal was awarded at the 1962 London Motor Show for the
coachwork of the 2½-ltr.
In April 1964, from chassis nunber 1A3235, a new modification was the installation of the
D1/D2 gearbox which gave a dual driving range which was particularly suited to the torque
characteristics of the VB motor. Then in February 1967 a further innovation was introduced
when the car could be obtained with a manual gearbox. Very few of these models were
imported to N.Z. and possibly not more than a dozen or so survive.
The most important changes came in August 1967 when the model was redesignated the
Daimler V8-250. Changes included slimline bumpers and over-riders, a padded top screen rail
and door cappings, a heated rear window and ventilated. hide upholstery with the front seats
fully reclining. The Daimler V8-250 was introduced at the same time as the Jaguar 240 and
340 models but it is interesting in noting that Jaguars departed from their policy of using real
leather for their seats and fitted a vinyl type of upholstery whereas Daimler V8-250s used real
leather right to the end.
Production of the V8-250 ceased in October 1969 after a total of 12,998 V8’s and 4883 250’s
had been made. The V8 engine was the last Daimler power plant to survive the Jaguar take
over, having outlived its big brother, the 4½-ltr V8 as used in the Majestic Major, by some 12
months.

June – July 2018
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DAIMLERS AT MANAPOURI
Shots taken of some of the cars which attended the Southland Jaguar Club, ‘May-Day’ Rally to
Manapouri in May.
Left photo shows the Special Sports recently
fully restored by Ken Walmsley of Mosgiel.
Ken has spent several years on the project
and this Daimler would be amongst the top
three models of its kind in N.Z.
Lower right photo shows the SP’s
belonging to Garth Williams and Ron Lloyd
while the V8 belongs to the Secretary.

The above shot was taken of the three winners warming up on the morning after. The V8250 belongs to Murray Sligo of Dunedin, the Special Sports is in the background while the SP
belonging to Ron Lloyd is on the right.

July 1988
DAIMLER V8 PAINT COLOURS (by Gordon Somerville)
I’ve been asked on nurrerous occasions if we have any sample chips of the original paint
colours used by the factory for our Daimler V8’s. Sorry, we don’t, but listed below are the
external colours with the interior options which were used during the production run from
1962 until August 1969. While these were the standard colours, it was also possible to place a
special order with the factory to have your Daimler finished in the colour/combination of your
choice.
Exterior
Interior Option
1. Old English White
Red, Light Blue, Dark Blue
2. Mist Grey
Red, Light Blue, Dark Blue, Grey
3. Sherwood Green
Suede Green
4. Sherwood Green
Suede Green, Tan, Light Tan
5. Cotswold Blue
Light Blue, Dark Blue, Grey
6. Black
Red, Grey
7. Black
Red, Grey, Tan
8. Opalescent Silver Blue
Dark Blue, Grey
9. Opalescent Dark Blue
Light Blue, Grey, Red
10. Opalescent Silver Grey
Red, Light Blue, Dark Blue, Grey
11. Opalescent Gunmetal Grey
Red, Light Blue, Dark Blue, Grey, Beige
12. Opalescent Dark Green
Suede Green, Beige
13. Opalescent Dark Green
Suede Green, Beige, Tan, Light Tan
14. Opalescent Maroon
Maroon, Beige
15. Warwick Grey
Red, Dark Blue, Light Tan
8
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16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Dark Blue
Carmen Red
Golden Sand
Willow Green
Beige
British Racing Green

November 1962:
May 1965:
January 1967:
September 1967, V8-250:

Red, Light Blue, Grey
Red, Beige
Red, Light Tan
Suede Green, Grey, Beige, Light Tan
Red, Suede Green, Tan, Light Tan
Suede Green, Beige, Tan, Light Tan
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18.
1, 4, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18.
1, 7, 8, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19.
1, 7, 8, 10, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21.

June–July 1998

New member was John McDermott of Auckland.
TOOL DESCRIPTIONS PRECISELY DEFINED AND UPDATED
Hammer: Originally employed as a weapon of war, the hammer nowadays is a kind of divining
rod used to locate expensive car parts not far from the object we are crying to hit.
Mechanic’s Knife: Used to open and slice through the contents of cardboard cartons
delivered to your front door. Works particularly well on boxes containing convertible tops or
tonneau covers.
Electric Hand Drill: Normally used for spinning steel Pop rivets in their holes until you die of
old age, but it also works great for drilling holes in the floor of the car just above the brake line
that goes to the rear axle.
Pliers: Used to round off bolt heads.
Hacksaw: One of a family of cutting tools built on the Ouija Board principle. It transforms
human energy into a crooked, unpredictable motion, and the more you attempt to influence
its course, the more dismal your future becomes.
Vice-grips: Used to round off bolt heads. If nothing else is available, they can also be used to
transfer intense welding heat to the palm of your hand.
Oxyacetylene Torch: Used almost entirely for lighting those stale garage cigarettes you keep
hidden on the back of the Whitworth socket drawer (What wife would think to look in there?)
because you never can remember to buy lighter fluid for the Zippo lighter.
Zippo Lighter: See oxyacetylene torch.
Whitworth Sockets: Once used for working on older British cars and motorcycles, they are
now mainly used for hiding six-month-old Salems from the sort of person who would throw
them away for no good reason.
Drill Press: A tall upright machine useful for suddenly snatching flat metal bar stock out of
your hands so that it smacks you in the chest and flings your beer across the room, splattering
it against the Snap-On Tool Calendar over the bench grinder.
Wire Wheel: Cleans rust off old bolts and then throws them somewhere under the workbench
with the speed of light. Also removes fingerprint whorls and hard-earned guitar callouses in
about the time it takes you to say Tommy Emmanuel.
Hydraulic Floor Jack: Used for lowering an XJ-S to the ground after you have installed a set
of new shock absorbers, trapping the jack handle under the front air dam.
Eight-Foot Long Length of Hardwood 4 x 2: Used for levering a car upward off a hydraulic
jack.
Tweezers: A tool for removing wood splinters.
June – July 2018
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Phone: Tool for calling your neighbour to see if he has another hydraulic jack.
Snap-On Gasket Scraper: Theoretically useful as a sandwich tool for spreading mayonnaise;
used mainly for getting dog-doo off your boot.
E-Z Out Bolt & Stud Extractor: A tool that snaps off in bolt holes and is ten times harder than
any known drill bit.
Timing Light: A stroboscopic instrument for illuminating grease buildup on crankshaft
pulleys.
Two-Ton Hydraulic Engine Hoist: A handy tool for testing the tensile strength of ground
straps and hydraulic clutch lines you may have forgotten to disconnect.
Craftsman ½ x 16 inch Screwdriver: A large motor mount prying tool that inexplicably has
an accurately machined screwdriver tip on the end without handle.
Battery Electrolyte Tester: A handy tool for transferring sulphuric acid from a car battery to
the inside of your toolbox after determining that your battery is dead as a doornail, just as you
thought.
Trouble Light: The mechanic’s own tanning booth. Sometimes called a drop light, it is a
good source of Vitamin D, “the sunshine vitamin,” which is not otherwise found under cars at
night. Health benefits aside, its main purpose is to consume 40 watt light bulbs at about the
same rate that 105 mm howitzer shells might be used during, say, the first few hours of the
Battle of the Bulge. More often dark than light, its name is somewhat misleading.
Phillips Screwdriver: Normally used to stab the lids of old style paper-and-tin oil cans, and
splash oil on your shirt; can also be used, as the name implies, to round out Phillips screw
heads.
Air Compressor: A machine that takes energy produced in a coal-burning power station
200 miles away and transforms it into compressed air that travels by hose to a pneumatic
impact wrench that grips rusty suspension bolts last tightened 40 years ago by someone in
Abingdon, Oxfordshire, and rounds them off.
THE TWO CYLINDER LANCHESTER (from “The Motor” Sept. 1944)
It is a long time now since the real day of the old twin-cylinder Lanchesters, but this series aims
at treating all the machines which may crop up in a discussion of famous, out-of-the-way or
interesting motor cars, and undoubtedly the early Lanchester designs qualify under each of
these headings.
Dr F.W. Lanchester, the scientist and authority upon aerodynamics, built his first car in 1895.
It had a tubular steel frame, wheels of equal size, mechanical operation of all valves, and a live
axle, amongst other features which have become commonplace now. To Dr Lanchester an
automobile was something more than just a carriage without a horse. He approached its
problems with an entirely open mind, without reference to contemporary practice, and solved
them by going back to first principles. He thought the early Daimler and Panhard machines
intolerably crude, and would not
for an instant brook the “Panhard
knock” and the “brutal” Levassor
gearbox. Instead, he went after
the perfectly balanced engine and
the epicyclic gearbox. Both these
features were used in the first
production models – the 10 hp air
and 12 hp water-cooled cars.
10
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Seeking Perfect Balance
Those early machines, so unlike any others, must have been a boon to early “recognition fans”
with their disdain of bonnet and radiator, and engines amidships. But they were functional
and by no means freakish in design. The same chassis, with modifications, was used in all prewar Lanchesters, so it may be well to describe that first. It was really like the hull of a boat. Into
the hull amidships went the engine, between the driver and his front passenger. In front was a
curved dash to keep the weather out, and on to the decking at the back, as it were, was placed
the body proper – a tonneau or what-have-you. To the boat were attached the long cantilever
springs fore and aft, a Lanchester feature for many years. They screeched out well forward
of the frame, and the front axle was located by ball-jointed radius rods. Already the famous
bronze underslung worm drive was being used, shaft driven, and, although the average life of
these gears was held to be 35–50,000 miles, examples exist which have done 100,000.
Besides worm drive and a three-speed epicyclic gearbox, the Lanchester quest for
smoothness produced a most ingenious twin-cylinder engine, in which two conrods from
each piston were connected to two crankshafts (geared together) having counterbalanced
flywheels revolving in opposite directions.
Besides the balancing arrangements, the Lanchester had many other interesting points.
The early 10 hp machines were aircooled by forced draught. Two aluminium fans were friction
driven by the flywheel between them, and sucked air from between the cooling fans on the
cylinders. The later two-cylinder model, had a 12 hp water-cooled unit.
Original Auxiliaries
The valve gear was most ingenious. One poppet valve of normal type, worked by the
crankshaft, did duty for both inlet and exhaust. Situated at the top of a pipe shaped like
an inverted Y it communicated either with the exhaust or the Lanchester wick carburettor
according to the position of an inertia-governed sliding distributing valve. The ignition
arrangements were also individual. The low-tension system employed magnets in one of the
flywheels and a circuit with two parallel branches, one inside the cylinders and one out. It was
said to give a “stout flaming spark”.
The original two-cylinder design
eventually gave place to one with a fourcylinder vertical engine with horizontal
valves and leaf valve springs, which, in turn,
was replaced by a range of sixes of similar
design. The external appearance of the car
and the central mounting of the engine
however remained popular with Lanchester
and its customers right up to the war of 1914.
Tiller steering was retained for many years.
Never outstandingly fast and holding aloof from competition, Lanchester cars were all
noted for their comfort, reliability and long life.

June–July 2008

New members were Peter & Coralie Burton, now at Oamaru.
TROUBLE SHOOTING SCHEDULE
Depending on which OEM (original engine manufacturer) you talk to they all agree that a
large percentage of engine related problems can be traced back to the cooling system. This
percentage is somewhere between 50%–60% depending upon the OEM questioned. You
can then add another 10% for problems that we as mechanics or fitters cause or contribute.
June – July 2018
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The durability, reliability and efficiency of an engine depends on the quality of its
maintenance. Cooling systems have changed dramatically over the past decades and
it is important that when carrying out inspections or maintenance that we have a good
understanding of the system on which we are working.
Engines are changing all the time in the OEM’s quest to be market leaders in providing
maximum horse power and greater fuel efficiency. The same rules apply whether it be the engine
that powers a small passenger vehicle or the power plants that are used in off-road applications.
Some of these changes include the introduction of light weight metals, plastic and other
polymeric components into the make-up of engines. You will also notice block casting along
with cylinder head casting becoming thinner all the time. Engine manufacturers are also
shrinking the capacity of oil and cooling systems. By doing this a lot more strain is being put
on oils and coolants that are being used to protect them.
Today’s engines no longer wear but, they are corroding out! The modern day diesel engine
is now capable of lasting well over a million kilometres if properly maintained.
Unfortunately if we journey back to trade school days very little if any education or
guidance was given in relation to coolants or coolant related problems. We had a tendency
to rely on the older mechanics or trades people for guidance in the correct usage of coolants.
Correct usage of coolants being tested and monitored, correct dose rates, using the right
product for the job at hand are all critical issues in cooling system maintenance.
Cooling system or coolant related problems include overheating, head gasket failure, blown
hoses, radiator failures, heater core failures, cylinder liner cavitation, any form of corrosion, split
plastic radiator tanks, thermostats failure, the list goes on and on.
Anybody can replace a failed water pump or a blown radiator hose, the skill is being
able to diagnose what caused the component to fail. Not diagnosing a problem correctly
could see the same failure in a very short period of time.
Cooling System Failure & Diagnostic Checklist
n HOSE FAILURE
Blown hoses are caused primarily through coolant failure. A coolant is not only required to
stop an engine from corroding it must also keep all hoses durable and pliable during their
serviceable life. We see this time and time again, the life of hoses being reduced through poor
coolant maintenance.
n HOSE LEAKAGE
This is normally caused by coolant depleting between the hose and the housing to which
it is attached. If this is missed or allowed to go back into service leakage will occur. A visual
inspection would have identified this problem. You should remove hoses and inspect
condition of housings and pipes. If any of the componentry is corroded you will not get the
seal that is required.
Never use silicon sealants or gasket cements under hoses to try to establish a seal. If a
seal cannot be achieved with the hose, clamp and clamped surface you have a problem.
Hoses are not sent into service with sealants under them when new. You also have the
problem of compatibility of the sealants with the hose composite materials.
n THERMOSTAT HOUSING CORRODING FROM OUTSIDE
This is caused by incorrectly positioning of hose clamps. A clamp should always be
positioned as close as possible to the lip on the thermostat housing. Allowing the clamp to
be positioned back away from this lip will result in coolant leaking between the hose and the
housing when the system is operating under pressure. The coolant trapped between the
hose and the thermostat’s housing depletes. Depleted coolant is acidic and corrodes the
housing from the outside. If appearance is the reason for setting a hose clamp back from the
lip on the neck of the thermostat housing fit a second clamp.
n RADIATOR AND HEATER CORE FAILURE
Blocked radiator cores. This is caused by depleted coolants/corrosion products, hard water
12
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scale and silicate drop-out. As a conventional coolant depletes, the chemicals that are used in
their manufacture begin to attach to the componentry that it should be protecting (cylinder
liners, thermostats, water passages etc.). Over a period of time this chemical build-up breaks
away and is free to move throughout the cooling system until it comes into contact with
radiator cores causing blockages and resulting in overheating.
n HEATER TAP FAILURE
Heater taps and external fittings failing through corrosion. Coolant related failures.
n HEAD GASKET FAILURE
Normally, caused through an engine overheating. Why did the engine overheat in the first place?
When an engine is put into service whether it be a passenger vehicle or a heavy-duty vehicle the
engine manufacturer will not give the cooling system one more litre of water than is required to
keep that vehicle at its recommended operating temperature. If you have coolant that has been
poorly maintained you will find build-up around all the componentry throughout the cooling
system which in turn will greatly reduce water flow. A build-up of rust and scale around cylinder
liners and bores results in engine overheating due to poor heat dissipation.
n THERMOSTAT FAILURE
Rusted or corroded thermostats. These components don’t just fail. Thermostats stick open
or closed due to poorly maintained cooling systems. Once the coolant begins to deplete, the
chemicals used in its make-up attach themselves to whatever they come into contact.
n SPLIT PLASTIC TANKS ON RADIATORS
As stated before the coolant must perform several tasks. Not only must it protect the engine
against corrosion, it must keep all plastics durable. As a coolant depletes so do the additives
provided in the coolant designed to keep plastics and hoses serviceable.
n WATER PUMP SEAL LEAKAGE
This can be caused for a variety of reasons, the most common causes are depleted coolant
causing the water pump seal to go hard. Scale that has been attached to various components
in the cooling system breaks away and passes through the cooling system until it comes into
contact with seals in both water pumps and seals around cylinder liners. When a conventional
coolant depletes the silicate may begin to fall out and is passed through the cooling system
until it comes into contact with water pump seals causing premature wear.
Note: It is not uncommon to experience water pump seal leakage after a cooling
system has been flushed and then filled with new product. This problem normally occurs
in a short period of time. The cause of this is scale and accumulated chemical products
still attached to water passages, liners, thermostats etc. It must be remembered that what
has taken several years to build up inside the cooling system often will not be removed
with a 30-minute chemical flush let alone a flush with a water hose.
n WATER PUMP CAVITATION
Today’s engines no longer see water pump impellers corrode, we are now seeing more and
more water pumps fail through cavitation. Any signs of cavitation on a water pump and the
pump should be replaced. Never send a water pump back into service that has any sign of
wear or corrosion.
n COOLANT DISCOLOURS
This is a common occurrence after a coolant change. The new product is acting as a
cleaner. If this occurs it is recommended that you repeat the change-out procedure as soon
as possible.
n COOLANT LOSES COLOUR
Coolant that loses its colour during service does not indicate that the coolant being used has
failed. If a coolant is found to have lost its colour, the product should be tested. This test can
be carried out with a strip test. Once a test has been conducted and the condition of the
coolant (pass or fail on a Cooltrak™ test strip) has been established, a decision can now be
made as to whether a coolant change-out is required.
June – July 2018
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Auckland Rotorua weekend. Starting in the
wet!

Auckland. Putararu Timber museum.

Daimlers and Rolls Royces were
represented at Roy Tilley’s funeral.
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Auckland. Church at Timber Museum.

Auckland. Sylvia Davis alights the
Rail Cruiser ride.

Manawatu members take lunch at The
Little White Rabbit, Foxton Beach.
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Foxton’s Te Awahou Niewe Stroom provided
interesting history and activities.

SP250 engine-Triumph 2.5 gearbox with J
overdrive.

This rather nice 420 Sovereign is for sale in
Palmerston North.

For sale. See Marketplace.

John’s Daimler refurb steering wheel.

Jaguar
refurb
Marketplace.
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OBITUARIES

ROY MUNRO TILLEY
(by Gary Nichols)

It was with great sadness that I learned of the passing of Roy Munro Tilley (sadly passed
away in his sleep in Upper Hutt on 8 May 2018). I have known Roy for over twenty years –
initially through Daimler motor cars, but more recently through Rolls Royce and Bentley.
It is always sad to see the passing of a fellow British Car Enthusiast – and for me,
especially one who passionately supported both the Rolls Royce/Bentley, and Daimler
fraternities.
Roy was a motoring enthusiast all his life – and it started with his Mother living close
to the Rolls Royce factory in Crewe. Roy learned from a very young age that they were ‘
… the best motor car in the world’. That impression must have stuck with Roy all his life.
He did start out with quite humble
beginnings – a step-through Italian
two-stroke Vespa motor scooter! I
understand that he met the love of
his life through the Vespa Club in the
early sixties in Great Britain – Lesley
(sadly passed away 16 April 2017 after
nearly 52 years of marriage to Roy)
was on her O.E. in the U.K at the time.
Who would have thought from those
humble beginnings, he would one
day be owning, driving and providing
technical advice on Rolls Royce and Roy Tilley with his first New Zealand Daimler, a
Bentley motor cars.
1956 Conquest.
He studied metallurgy at Brunel
University in London, and came to New Zealand as one of only a handful of professionals
with those specialist skills in the late 1960’s. He used his learnings in a variety of technical
roles across New Zealand industry. He was also instrumental in establishing the AA
Driving School in New Zealand.
Son Ian was brought home from the New Plymouth maternity ward in the back seat
of a 1956 Daimler Conquest, a car that Roy had owned from the late 1960’s – and that
was some car in its day! I think it wonderful that Ian is to continue owning that car (and
the 1972 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow) so they will both stay in the family for many years
to come.
Roy successfully completed the Rolls Royce chauffeur course at Crewe, and was
taught important things;
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1. One should never reverse one’s motor car in the company of your employer/client;
2. When seating a lady in the motor car, one should avert the eyes in a starward
nonchalant gaze as she slips her legs and other bits and pieces into the motor car;
3. When washing the motor car, use three cloths – one for the upper part of the car, one
for the middle section, and one for the lower section. If one happens to drop one’s
cloth to the ground – DO NOT under any circumstances retrieve it, give it a bloody
good shake and carry on, one should THROW IT AWAY and get a fresh one!
He successfully ran Shadow Parts Limited – a specialist Rolls Royce and Bentley parts
service based from his Lower Hutt home. He also housed many books and publications
on behalf of the Rolls Royce and Bentley Club in New Zealand that were a great reference
source of technical information. He was also the club’s Technical Liaison Officer – a role
requiring a unique understanding of the product, its construction and maintenance
requirements.
Roy was involved in writing some books – and this is what he said in soliciting
information (note his dry sense of humour in the last few lines);
“I am Technical Liaison Officer for the New Zealand Rolls-Royce and Bentley Club and
as a means of aiding our members (and myself) to keep our cars on the road, I run a
small spare parts and technical service business called Shadow Parts NZ.
		 My experience in this position of keeping old cars on the road includes the ability
to interpret parts lists and manuals together with more skinned knuckles and broken
fingernails than you can shake a stick at.”
He was a foundation member of the
Daimler and Lanchester Owners’ Club in
New Zealand from the inaugural meeting
of the Wellington Branch in 1976. He held
many offices of significance including;
• Wellington Secretary;
• serving on the National Committee,
and ultimately;
• National President in 1988.
He also was a keen member of the
Daimler Enthusiasts’ Club of Wellington
Incorporated. He once said that he
thought of himself as a ‘professional bum’
... give me a committee and I’ll sit on it!
Lesley and Roy had two children (Katherine and
We have lost a good friend, we have Ian) and three grandchildren.
lost an honest man, and we have lost an
unselfish man who would drop everything to help a fellow enthusiast. I have personally
benefitted from that willingness to add value and assist in preserving and maintaining
our heritage vehicle fleet of quality British cars.
Thank you Roy for your friendship, your good humour, the sharing of your knowledge
and expertise, and all that you have done for your family and friends.
June – July 2018
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JOHN PENMAN

(Auckland Branch Newsletter 2013)
John and Valerie were both brought up in Wellington,
John in Lower Hutt and Valerie in Eastbourne, though they
did not meet until much later.
John is an ‘ideas man’, throughout his life, he has been
able to see opportunities and has developed many of
these ideas to increase the businesses he has worked for,
and has helped set up many other people in business.
John left school for a 5-year apprenticeship with Radio
Corp in Wellington as a tool and die maker and once he
gained his qualifications, he left to go straight into his
own business to utilize these skills, making high frequency
plastic welding machines, pioneering the manufacture of
PVC plastic inflatable paddling pools, women’s fashion
belts, raincoats etc. After selling that business he sold
real estate for a while then worked for Europa Oil, as a
sales rep calling on farmers, fuel stations and businesses
from Wellington up the coast to Otaki and Levin who
required the oil truck to refill their 44 gal drums. It was during this time he developed
the installation of bulk gravity fed tanks at the customer’s sites, which meant huge
efficiencies for both Europa and their customers.
John’s next position was with Clyde Engineering.
The directors wished to start a separate company, to import flat rolled zinc, copper
tube, tool steel and stainless steel. They made John the Manager of their subsidiary,
Atlas Steel N.Z. Ltd.
John expanded the company, and new branches were opened all over New Zealand.
A very successful part of this company was a division called Graphic Arts Chemicals
(GAGO) which manufactured the chemicals that made the zinc sheets photo sensitive for
the photo processing, engraving and printing, of newspapers etc.
Atlas Steels was sold in the mid 1970’s and John took up a position at Clyde
Engineering as their Development Manager.
John researched and obtained the ALFLOC brand of fully formulated cooling system
and antifreeze products for heavy duty diesel engines which Clyde were noted for:
Detroit Diesel engines, Euclyd earth moving machinery, Cummings engines and sole
supplier of coolant to the New Zealand Railways.
He opened a new division for Clyde engineering, manufacturing fiberglass boats,
”CLYDECRAFT BOATS”. Sizes from canoes and dinghies up to 18-foot cabin cruisers.
Unfortunately Clyde Engineering was sold in the late 1970’s and eventually closed
down so John was made redundant and moved on.
John has always been involved in motorcycles, and when his son asked John if he
could help fix a problem with his Honda motorbike, it required John to make a special
shell-type bearing for the cam shaft, to replace the worn bearings. He has also developed
a tool for removing the pin that holds the rocker shaft in the heads of motorbikes. This
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has all been from his home workshop and at
last count he has supplied over 12,000 heads
for similarly troubled Japanese motorbikes.
Around six months after leaving Clyde,
he was offered the chance to buy Graphic
Arts Chemicals, so he changed the name,
at Valerie’s suggestion, to Fountainhead
Chemicals for the photo-sensitive chemicals,
for photography and printing and created
Fountainhead Engineering for the motorbike
tools.
To engender customers, John travelled to all the motorcycle outlets throughout
NZ, but he still needed somewhere for the chemical manufacturing and it was during
this trip that he met a few people that would become future business partners. This
eventuated in the set-up of a factory in Paraparaumu which housed four industrial
chemists, each manufacturing their own products which ranged from polyurethane
foam resins for insulation, polyester resins, epoxy resins, hardeners, as well as the photo
sensitive chemicals. However they soon noticed that the majority of their clients were
in Auckland, and the freight costs of delivering the products to their customers were
exorbitant, so eventually the business was moved to Auckland.
John sold his interests in Fountainhead Ltd in the mid 1980’s after this his interests
in all things mechanical lead him to investigate how to wash vehicle air filters and to
recycle filters. He was given to understand the NZ Army would need this for all their
vehicles, and he made extensive enquiries in the USA for a machine to wash the filters,
hired a factory and staff, but after months of effort, he was let down with only one box
of filters arriving from the Army. However, not one to lie down, he went back out on the
road and offered this service to bus companies, and mine companies etc.
Also during this time, while the business was growing and to make ends meet,
John and Valerie undertook the installation and servicing of gaming slot machines
throughout 35 hotels in the Auckland area. This involved a lot of evening work and it
provided their income while the filter recycling business was growing for 2 years, but it
came to an end when Lion NZ took over. Alfloc International offered John the agency
for the Alfloc coolant in NZ, then later, at a Filter Assoc conference, he was offered the
agency for Prix Max, an organic acid technology coolant, which he believes is a more
modern product.
It is cutting edge technology, has a long life and is also completely biodegradable.
John has owned motorbikes since age 15, his first was an R7 AJS, known as the boy
racer, he then bought his first car in 1947, it was a 1930 6-cylinder Chevrolet Ute. Over
his early years he traded many bikes and sports cars, then during his employment with
Europa Oil and Clyde Engineering he enjoyed the use of company vehicles, but his
favourite private car (apart from his Daimler), was a Triumph 2000, which he felt had
the best handling. His most unusual car was an electric car a Daihatsu Mira which had
12 x 6-volt batteries, this experience convinced John that this sort of electric car had no
future. His first Daimler was a Series one, later he owned a Series three V 12, and now is
the proud owner of a beautiful Daimler XJ8.
June – July 2018
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Valerie lived her
early years in Wellington
and trained in general
office work, working at
Prevost & Co, Burroughs
Office
Equipment,
then various other
companies, including
some time at the
Labour
Department
and
eventually
in
corporate
personnel
employment.
John and Valerie
both have three children each, from their first marriages, and enjoy the company of their
combined families.
Valerie also enjoys the many friendships she has made through her membership of
Probus, U3A groups, walking, gardening and she also volunteers her time to help the
elderly in our community.
John’s interests involve anything mechanical, his favourite motorbike is a 1954
Arial Huntmaster 650 twin, and the longest bike trip he has undertaken was in 2002 in
Tasmania as part of the World Rally for Classic British Bikes, 400 of them did over 2000
miles. (Some sore body parts were involved!!)
John’s home/garage is one of the most well stocked workshops ever seen. He is so
keen on all types of tools, that Valerie now tries to steer him clear of tool sales. He used
to undertake the maintenance of his own vehicles, but now leaves it to the specialists.
John and Valerie joined the DLOC in mid-1980’s and they thoroughly enjoy the whole
gambit of activities, technical evenings, weekends away, or day trips. They also enjoy
travelling and to this end, have invested in time shares in both Taupo and in Fiji which
they utilize as much as possible.
When John bought his Series One Daimler in 1973, LPG was just being introduced
and he could see the interest in alternative fuels. Eventually he investigated the use of
Hydrogen (HHO – Hydrogen injection) as a fuel for cars; he flew to USA to research this
more and is now involved in marketing and selling the kit for this fuel additive. These
kits are now installed in a number of vehicles in both Auckland and Wellington, and
evidence indicates that as a supplement to petrol it gives a 20% increase in power and
a 20% saving in fuel, as it is very clean burning, efficient, has minimal carbon emission
in exhaust gases, the oil stays clean, extending the time between oil changes and the
engines run cooler. John sees this fuel additive as the way of the future, particularly
for vehicles such as taxis, buses, couriers, delivery vans which are used constantly and
endure a very high mileage.
Overall, John and Valerie are extremely active members of the Auckland branch of
DLOC, Valerie is on the committee and John is the current Vice President of the Auckland
Branch. They enjoy the friendship of Club members and so thoroughly enjoy their
Daimler XJ8 that they often invite friends to join them on DLOC outings.
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Mailbox .....
From: Simon Ganley
Sent: Monday, 7 May 2018
To: Michael King
Subject: E20 Daimler
Hi Mike,
With the chassis done, I am turning my attention to the engine, gearbox and diff. The diff
is back in, the gearbox is good to go and the engine is residing on its own mobile work
table. The E20s had fixed heads whereas the concurrent DB18s had detachable but apart
from that, they are pretty much identical. Is there anyone with experience in rebuilding
these engines I can talk to?
Also I am concerned about
the felt seals secured by large
springs that are supposed to
keep most (some, anyway)
of the oil in. These should
be replaced, but with
what? Were they any good
or are there more modern
replacements available? The
ring gear shows no wear at
all confirming the 5000 miles
on the speedo. Any liaisons
it may have had with starter Daimler DB 18 dash.
pinion must have been very
sporadic and pre-war.
I have attached pictures
of how I want the woodwork
to look and a Lagonda which
had a very similar body style
to mine.
Cheers, Simon Ganley

Lagonda Rapide #3.
June – July 2018
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From: Simon Ganley
Sent: Tuesday, 8 May 2018
To: Michael King
Subject: E20 Daimler
Hi,
I managed to track down a previous owner of my Daimler. It turns out that the car was
sent to NZ in 1938 as a royal car for the Prince of Wales but the tour never went ahead.
The prospect of driving about NZ in an E20 probably frightened him off. It doesn’t
appear to have any history although the sedan body probably rusted out and was
thrown away and someone at Southwards dumped a Mulliner body on it and everyone
since has been horrified at the amount of work needed to actually complete the project.
So it was almost a royal car.
Cheers, Simon
From: Simon Ganley
Sent: Wednesday, 9 May 2018
To: Michael King
Subject: E20 Daimler
Hi Mike,
Further to my previous email…… There was a royal tour proposed and planned for
1938. The Prince of Wales had of course turned into George VI with the abdication of
his brother, Edward. But George decided to cancel the tour of Canada, Australia and NZ
because with the clouds of war building he said he had lots to do at home. However
by that time they had shipped a bunch of new cars and my E20 was amongst them.
Presumably the other boxy bodied E20 in NZ was another. It is doubtful they would have
trundled the King and Queen about in an E20 so there must have been a few straight 8
limos in the shipment as well. So if anyone has a 1938 straight 8 Daimler in NZ there is a
good chance it also is an almost royal car. Daimler’s records were destroyed in the war
but the Crown’s records both in the UK and NZ must still exist if some historian wants to
research them. It would be interesting to know.
The royal household had a bunch of E20s. The Queen Mother (Queen Elizabeth
as she was then) had one and the young Princess Elizabeth learned to drive in it.
Presumably Princess Margaret did too so the car must have had an ashtray. The cars the
royals actually used never had boots or luggage storage and were all sedans. If luggage
needed to be transported, it was sent separately by palace staff in other vehicles. The
royals never went shopping. Goods were brought to the palace and paid for on account
by a secretary. The royals never carried money. The Queen could never say to the King,
”Honey, I’m absolutely buggered. I’ve been trailing around the shops all day.”
The trick with the felt seals is to replace them with modern lipped seals which involves
a bit of machining. I am having the methodology sent out from the UK which I will pass
on. My crankshaft will never fit in my lathe and it will probably take most of my son’s
rugby team to lift it. I will take photos for you.
Cheers, Simon
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Articles of Interest ...
VICTORIA EDITOR’S NOTES

Bill Bowker, editor@daimlerclubvictoria.org.au
A pre-selector or self-changing gearbox is a type of manual gearbox used on a variety
of vehicles, most commonly in the 1930s. The defining characteristic of a pre-selector
gearbox is that the manual shift lever is used to “pre-select” the next gear to be used,
then a separate control (a foot pedal) is used to engage this in one single operation,
without needing to work a manual clutch.
Pre-selector gearboxes are not automatic gearboxes, although they may have
internal similarities. A fully automatic gearbox is able to select the ratio used; with a preselector gearbox, gear selection remains the driver’s decision.
There are several radically different mechanical designs of pre-selector gearbox. The
best known is the Wilson design.
For the driver, there are two advantages of a pre-selector gearbox:
1. Fast shifting, with only a single operation. This requires less skill to learn than
techniques like double declutching and it offers faster shifts when racing.
2. Ability to handle far more engine power, with a lighter mechanism.
In engineering terms, some designs of pre-selector gearbox may offer particular
advantages. The Wilson gearbox offers these, although they’re also shared by some of
the other designs, even though the designs are quite different:
Their friction components are brakes, rather than clutches. These are simpler to
engineer, as the wear components can be arranged to not also be rotating parts.
The friction wear components can be mounted on the outside of the mechanism,
rather than buried within it. This makes maintenance and regular adjustment easier.
They were common on Daimler cars and commercial vehicles, Maybach, Alvis, Talbot
Lago, Lagonda Rapier and Armstrong Siddeley cars as well as on many London buses.
The Wilson pre-selector gearbox is the best known design and is the archetype
generally meant when the term “pre-selector gearbox” is used without further
qualification.
Major W.G. Wilson (1874–1957) had become an advocate for the benefits of the
epicyclic gearbox, which allowed large torques to be transmitted whilst still being
controllable through a small input force. The Wilson gearbox was produced with a
variety of clutches. The best-known is the fluid flywheel, used for touring cars such as
the Daimler and the Armstrong-Siddeley.
Changing gear with the Wilson box relied on the control of the brake bands that held
each epicyclic’s annulus in fixed position. The brake band to be selected was controlled
June – July 2018
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by a rotating cam, moved by the gear shift lever. Only one band was engaged for each
gear selection. This small lever could not provide enough power to engage and lock the
brake band, thus the need for the pedal. The actual movement of the brake bands was
controlled by the ‘toggle’ mechanism, a distinctive feature of the Wilson design.
When the pedal was pressed and released, a series or ‘busbar’ of finger-like levers were
pressed upwards by a strong coil spring, against a series of light linkages or ‘operating
struts’. The position of each linkage was controlled by the gear selection camshaft. If
the cam (for each gear) held the linkage in place, rather than allowing it to swing out of
the way, the busbar finger would then press, via the operating strut, onto the toggles
controlling the brake bands themselves. These toggles provided the additional leverage
necessary to hold the brake band in place, under the force of the coil spring, until the
pedal was next pressed. A further characteristic of the Wilson design was the use of
self-adjusting nuts on each band, to compensate for wear. The action of engaging and
disengaging each band was sufficient to advance the ratchet nuts and so adjust for wear
by taking up any slack.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

What the Fluid Flywheel means to Motor Cycling
Daimler Fluid Flywheel Transmission means power
transmission without shock; far smoother torque than the
finest cush drive can give; perfect transition from rest to
motion without clutch operation; no loss of torque at any
speed.

Perfect gear changing
You cannot possibly make a mistake in changing gear. You
simply pre-select the gear you want by means of the lever
on the handlebar and when ready to change, press and
release a toe pedal. That’s all. You can start away in any
gear without damage to the transmission.

Simplicity of control in traffic
The Daimler Fluid Flywheel Transmission system greatly
simplifies traffic riding for the solo or sidecar rider.
To stop you merely apply the brake; the machine comes
to a standstill with the engine ticking over and still in
gear ready for an immediate getaway when the brake is
released. There’s no clutch lever to raise and no need to
change to neutral.

Still safer speed
The Daimler Fluid Flywheel Transmission makes possible
still safer speed because the rider can maintain complete
control of the machine without removing either hand from
the handlebar.
In addition the shock-free characteristics of the Fluid
Flywheel coupled with faultless gear changing greatly
lengthens the life of the machine.
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Hitting the Road ...
Daimler Events Diary

Auckland
June 17th
Matakohe Museum. Meet at 9:45 for 10am departure from Hooten Reserve, on Oteha
Valley Road, Albany.
July 15th
MidWinter Dinner. The Garden Shed Mount Eden, 6pm
We need numbers for booking, can you please advise asap. Martin 09-626-4868.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Hawkes Bay

Sunday May 20th
We are going to the Art Deco Valley Cafe on the Napier Taupo Road, for afternoon tea.
Sunday July 8th
The Mid Year Dinner will be at the Puketapu Hotel at 6pm.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Manawatu

June 10th
We have arranged a visit to the Palmerston North Rescue Helicopter in Ruahine Street.
We will be there by 10.00 am to hopefully, meet the pilot before his day gets busy!
Our branch is making a donation, members are also encouraged to contribute to this
important service. Hopefully we will never need them. Bring your Daimler for a photo
opportunity with the helicopter and crew. Use Gate 9 off Ruahine Street nearest to
Tremaine Avenue. Lunch afterwards at venue to be advised.
July 15th
This year our mid year dinner is to be at the Dannevirke Services & Citizens Club, 1
Princess Street. It is a Buffet meal, $30 per head. Bookings are essential, contact Mike
with your reservation. For those travelling from Manawatu, meet at Ashhurst lookout
car park at 11.00am, Woodville about 11.20am.
Other proposed runs:
Mystery run
Ten Pin bowling
Waiouru Workshops & Vehicle Museum
Pahiatua Museum & Cafe
Birdsong Gardens
Gentle Annie Taihape-Hastings trip.

June – July 2018
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Otago

15th July
We will hold a rally to Carey’s Bay Hotel, Port Chalmers for lunch at 12.30.
16th September
We will meet for Brunch at Wals Plant and Fun Land Cafe in Mosgiel at 10 am.
Further details if required, contact Kaye Wingfield, tel. 03-476-2323. All welcome.

Operation Christchurch

Join
Fellow DlOC, with invitations to DLOC
Spares, and Daimler Enthusiasts clubs
Members
April 12 –14 2019
National AGM
and
Mini Rally
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Members’ Market ...
Members are welcome to use this space free of charge.
Forward details to Mike King before 10th of the month of publication.
Name Badges
These are available from Waikato BOP Branch. Cost is $21 each, contact Paul Edginton,
pledginton@gmail.com.

Wanted
Daimler Century 1958 Fuel gauge and tank sender. Contact Joe Bruntlett in Hamilton,
klearvue1@xtra.co.nz or phone 07-849-7517.

For Sale
Daimler Conquest motor & transmission, have had running in rolling car, with many
other usable parts. $350.
Early XK 3.4 motor in good condition with “B” Series head and mechanical clutch bell
housing. Set up on stand as display unit. $450.
Late Series 2 XJ6 4.2 motor and auto transmission understood to have been running
when removed from car. $250.
Borg Warner 35F auto box, low mileage ex 340 Jaguar. $150.
Phone Tony Liddell, 06-329-2552 evenings.
Personalised plates “S2XJ6L”.
New Series 2 fuel changeover switch.
New series 2 overdrive switch.
Jaguar leaper small, 13mm OA length.
Jaguar leaper large, 20mm OA length.
Daimler Conquest-Century handbook in excellent condition.
Daimer Conquest-Century service manual in excellent condition.
Contact Mike 06-357-1237 or mwking45nz@hotmail.com.
Daimler Conquest Roadster (DAMIE). Exceedingly rare. Excellent running condition.
Price on application. Willing to trade for Daimler Special Sport, or, Conquest Drophead
Coupe, or, Daimler V8 Manual Overdrive with wire wheels! Cars must be in good
roadworthy condition.
Contact John on 09-408-7478, email johkeekee@gmail.com for further information.
Daimler V8. Shed stored for 15 years. Some surface rust but appears sound. Interior ok,
needs some stitching etc. Contact Barry Bulloch in Kaitaia, 09-9727-306, bab@farmside.
co.nz.
June – July 2018
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Daimler Century 1957. The vehicle is in great condition, including recent motor
reconditioning and brakes etc replaced. Asking price is $8500 or near offer. Has always
been a local car in Hawkes Bay. (Photo in centrefold)
Contact Richard Bennett, rj.jabennett@xtra.co.nz 06-836-6322 or 027-366-1117.

HAVE YOU PAID YOUR SUBS?????
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IN NEW ZEALAND INC

DAIMLER & LANCHESTER OWNERS’ CLUB

AUCKLAND BRANCH
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Club Captain
Committee
National Delegate

BRANCH DIRECTORY

Bryan Davis, 28 Shackleton Road My Eden
09 630 5172
bg.davis@gmail.com
Christopher Wilson, 26 Alexander Ave, Torbay
09 473 8498
camwilson@xtra.co.nz
Martin Walker, 460 Blockhouse Bay Rd
09 626 4868, 027 666 1880
marttinwalker@xtra.co.nz
Wayne Duncan, 44 Grotto St, Onehunga
09 555 3669
dunczone@gmail.com
Stephen Boyle, 29 Bannerman Road, Wesstern Springs, AK
09 846 7397
Ken Walker, Owen Jonkers, Sandra Grace
Martin Walker, marttinwalker@xtra.co.nz

WAIKATO/BAY OF PLENTY BRANCH ..... in Recess
HAWKE’S BAY BRANCH
President
Colin Campbell, 1008 Reka Street, Hastings 4122
06 878 5969
Secretary/Club Captain Robyn Boyce, 3 Northwood Ave, Hastings 4120
06 878 9071
randmboyce@xtra.co.nz
Treasurer
Peter Mackie, peter.mackie@slingshot.co.nz
06 877 4766
Past President
Vaughan Cooper
Patron
Maurice Jolly
Committee
Vaughan Cooper, Mike Boyce, Margaret Duncan, Shane Clements
National Delegate
Peter Mackie
MANAWATU BRANCH
President
Pauline Goodliffe, 194 Green Road, Awahuri, Palmerston North
Secretary/Treasurer
Ian Hodgkinson, 7 Lyndale Place, Palmerston North
hodgkinson@xtra.co.nz
Club Captain
Mike King, 21 Millar Street, Palmerston North
mwking45nz@hotmail.com
Committee
Des Symons, Hilton Zachan, Brian Wolfsbauer, Peter Whitton,
Glendys Bird, Laurance Ferguson
National Delegate
Mike King, mwking45nz@hotmail.com
OTAGO BRANCH
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Club Captain
Committee
Past President
National Delegate

Ken Whyte, Woodlawn,145 Coast Rd, RD1 Waikouaiti 9471
Dianne Henderson, 535 Palmerston-Dunback Rd, RD3,
Palmerston 9483, dianne.guiding@gmail.com
Kaye Wingfield, 7 Pioneer Cres, Helensburgh, Dunedin 9010
wingiewk@xtra.co.nz
Oliver Harman, 42 Thomas Street, Waikouaiti
Winston Wingfield
Geoffrey Anderson
Winston Wingfield, wingiewk@xtra.co.nz

06 323 7081
06 357 2073
06 357 1237

06 357 1237

03 482 2727
03 465 2056
03 476 2323
021 0279 2325

